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The starting point for this investigation was an attempt to generalize the

well known theorem of Silverman- and Toeplitz [25 ]("■) on regularity of a

sequence-to-sequence transformation. This theorem may be stated as follows:

If a transformation of sequences [ tn} of real numbers to sequences {sm} is defined

from a matrix {amn}, m, » = 1, 2, • • • ,by the equations sm =2J„ amntn, the trans-

formation is regular—that is, is defined everywhere and takes every convergent

sequence {tn} into another convergent sequence with the same limit—if and only

if the matrix {amn} satisfies the conditions (a) limm ¿Zn amn = 1, (b) limm amn = 0

for each «, awa" (c) there is a K such that¿Zn\ amn\ SK for every m. In the special

case under consideration, the fact that regularity implies condition (c) (the

non-trivial part of the proof) can be derived from a theorem of Banach [3,

p. 80, Theorem 5] : If A and B are Banach spaces, and if Un, »=1,2, • • • , are

linear operators on A to 73, such that lim sup„ || £/„(a)|| < °o for each a in A,

then lim sup„ || £/„|| < <x>.

If the sequence of integers is replaced by a directed set X, it is known

that A, 73, X, and Ux can be chosen for which the similar statement relating

lim supx || i/x(a)|| and lim supx || Ux\\ is false; sections 1-3 of this paper con-

sider these cases in an attempt to solve the problem of boundedness: Charac-

terize those Banach spaces A and 73, and directed sets X such that choosing

the linear operators Ux on A to B so that lim supx || Ux(a)|| < « for each a in A

implies that lim supx || Ux\\ < a°. Section 1 is a review of pertinent facts about

directed sets and convergence (mostly due to Moore and Smith [19 ], G. Birk-

hoff [5], and Tukey [27]). Section 2 studies the relations among three topolo-

gies in the space of operators on A to B. In §3 the problem of boundedness

is studied but not completely solved.

The second part of the paper is concerned with certain special operators on

some function spaces. In §4 the space is that of the totally measurable func-

tions on a set F to a Banach space 73 ; a class of operators on this space is de-

fined in terms of additive, real-valued set-functions and the relations among

various topologies in this set of operators is given; this is used in §6 to give a

general form to a theorem of Vulich [28]. In §5 the functions studied are the

measurable functions on F to B ; the operations on this space are defined in

terms of completely additive, limited, set-functions whose values are transfor-
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mations instead of real numbers. A corollary of the results obtained there is

this: The real-valued, finitely additive set-function ^f has the property that

Zi^Pi) converges for every sequence {p,} of disjoint measurable sets if and

only if the total variation of ty is finite. This has as a corollary the well known

result that a completely additive, real-valued set-function is of bounded

variation.

Section 6 contains the applications of these theorems on Banach spaces

to the problems which originally started the investigation beginning with two

general theorems on regularity conditions. The first includes the Silverman-

Toeplitz theorem and many others of the same type; the second generalizes a

result of Vulich which says that a transformation defined by a matrix {amn}

takes every convergent sequence of points of a Banach space B into another

such sequence with the same limit, if and only if the transformation defined

by {amn\ is regular for real sequences. The section closes with some sample

corollaries of these results.

1. Directed sets and convergence. This section contains a short discussion

of properties of directed sets which will be useful throughout this paper. A

non-empty set F of elements y is called directed by a relation > (read "fol-

lows" or "succeeds") if the pairs of points yi, y2 for which the relation yi>y2

holds are subject to the conditions (a) if yi>y2 and y2>y3 then yi>y3 (transi-

tivity) and (b) each pair of points yi, y2 in F has a common successor in Y;

that is, there is a y3 such that y3>yi and y3>y2 (composition).

Probably the most used directed set is the set of integers ordered by mag-

nitude. Other examples are (1) the neighborhoods of a point in a topological

space ordered by inclusion, and (2) lattices.

A subset Y' is cofinal in F if each y in F has a successor y' in Y'. It can eas-

ily be shown that the cofinal subsets of F satisfy the following conditions: (3) If

yo is any element of F, then the set(2) \y \ y >yoj is cofinal in Fand its com-

plement {y I y>yo} is not. (4) If Fi is not cofinal in Fand F2CF1, then Y2

is not cofinal in F. (5) If Fi and F2 are not cofinal in F, then Yx+ Y2 is not

cofinal in F. (6) If the order relation in a subset of F is that imposed upon it

by the order relation in F, then every cofinal subset of F is a directed set.

If / is a real-valued function defined on a directed set F, let lim sup„/(y)

be the least upper bound of those numbers K for which [y\ f(y) >K~] is co-

final in F; let lim inf„/(y) = —lim sup„ (—f(y)); if lim sup„/(y)=lim inf„/(y),

then call this common value lim„/(y). The Cauchy criterion is a necessary and

sufficient condition for existence of lim„/(y) and the limit defines an additive,

homogeneous functional on those/'s for which it is defined.

G. Birkhoff [5 ] first extended this definition of convergence to a topologi-

cal space. Let .S be a neighborhood space, satisfying, say, the axioms defin-

ing a Hausdorff space [2]; if/is a function defined on the directed set F with

(2) €E, C , and so on will have the usual set-theoretical meanings; {y \ ■ ■ ■ J will mean the

class of those y satisfying the condition following the vertical bar.
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values in the space S, s = lim„/(y) if and only if for each neighborhood N of s

there is a y¿v in F such that f(y) £N if y >yN. If S is a complete metric space

and if the neighborhoods of a point are the spheres about that point, then the

Cauchy criterion is again necessary and sufficient for the existence of a limit;

if 5 is a linear space with a uniform topology—that is, a topology in which

addition of elements and multiplication of elements by real numbers are con-

tinuous operations—then this limit defines an additive, homogeneous function

over the linear set of f's on F to ^ for which it exists. In particular if S is a

Banach space in any of the usual topologies, this is the case.

Tukey [27] has shown the importance of certain directed sets (first used

by Moore) and has defined an order relation among directed sets which will

be useful in later sections. For any ordinal number v>0, let D" be a set of

power N„; the stack A" is the directed set whose elements are the finite subsets

ô of D'-', where ô > o' means O ô' ; D" is the base of the stack A". It is clear that

if two stacks have bases of the same power, then there is an isomorphism—

that is, a 1-1 order-preserving correspondence—between the two stacks.

A directed set A is a cofinal part of a directed set F if there is an isomor-

phism between X and a cofinal subset F' of F. X and F are cofinally similar

(symbol : X~ Y) if there is a directed set Z of which X and Y are both cofinal

parts. X follows F (symbol: X> Y) if and only if there exist two functions,

A on I to F and g on F to X, such that if y is any point of F and x>g(y),

then h(x)>y. Tukey showed that X>Y and Y>X if and only if X~F,

that > is a reflexive and transitive ordering among directed sets, and that

cofinal similarity is a reflexive, symmetrical and transitive relation, the equiv-

alence relation associated with >.

The reader can easily see that w, the class of integers ordered by magni-

tude, is a cofinal part of A0, the stack on a countable base, and that the stack

A' follows every directed set of power less than or equal to {<„; also A">A" if

and only if v^p, so A'^A" if and only if v = p. From this it follows that

A°>A if X is any countable directed set. If A°>A either X has a last ele-

ment—that is, an x0 such that x0 >x for each x in X—or A°~X. In all of what

follows the trivial case will be explicitly rejected; that is, no directed sets

mentioned hereafter will have a last element.

If A is a directed set, let \(X) be the smallest ordinal number p such that

a subset of X of power N„ has no upper bound in X; that is, \(X) is the small-

est ordinal p not satisfying the following condition: If X'(~_X and the power

of X' ^i^a, there is an xoin A such that Xo>x' for every x' in X'. For example,

X(A") =0 for every v; \(u>) =0;X(ß„) =nfor any integer »if ß„is the set of all

ordinals of power less than N„ ordered by magnitude. From the definition it

can readily be seen that if X> Y, thenX(A) ^X(F), soX(A) is invariant under

cofinal similarity. The next lemma is useful in §3.

Lemma 1.1. If X is a directed set, then \(X) =0 if and only ifX>A°.
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If X>A°, thenO^X(X)^X(A°)=0. If \(X)=0, a countable set [xn' } ex-

ists with no upper bound; by induction and the composition property a se-

quence }x„} can be defined so that xn+i>x„ and x„' ; then {xnj has no upper

bound and is monotone. Define h on X to w and g on u to X by letting

gin) =x„ for each « in co; h(x) =«+1 if xn<x<x„+i.

The interested reader can also prove that no X can be chosen for which

\(X) =«; this fact clarifies some steps of the proof of Theorem 3.6.

2. Neighborhoods and convergence in operator spaces. This section con-

siders relations among two Banach spaces(3) A and B and the space U=^4 :B

of all linear(4) operators defined over all of A with values in 73; U is also a

Banach space if || U\\ =supna|isi |[ £7(a)|| for each Uin U. In the special case in

which B is B0, the set of real numbers, A :730 is the space A* of all linear func-

tional on A. There are three natural ways in which a topology can be im-

posed on U; by analogy with the case in which A =73 = Hubert space(6) these

will be called norm, s*, and w* topologies in U. It is sufficient (see Wehausen,

[29]) to define the neighborhoods of 6(e); the neighborhoods of the other

points of U are defined by translating the neighborhoods of 6.

NoSM:Foranye>OletN = Nie)={U\ \\ü\\<e}.

S*: For any integer k, any ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak in A, and e >0 let S = S(ai, ■ ■ • , ak; e)

= {U\ \\U(ai)\\<efori = l, ■ ■ ■ , k}.
W* : For any integer k, any ai, • • • , ak in A, and ßi, - - • , ßk in 73* and any

€>0letW=W(au ■ ■ -,ak;l, ■ ■ -,*;«)= {U\ \ßi(U(ai))\ <efori = l, ■ ■ -,k).

The families 9Í, ©, and SB of these sets N, S, and IF are, respectively, the

norm, s*, and w* neighborhoods of 9 in U; in the special case B = Bo both s*

and w* topologies reducé to the ordinary weak* topology in A*(7). If X is any

directed set and if i/x£U, the notations Uo = n — limx Ux, Uo=s* — limx C/Xand

Ua—w* — limx Z7X mean that Ux converges to Ua in the corresponding topol-

ogy.

The first half of the next theorem is used in §3. Two neighborhood systems

SSI' and 31" of 6 in A :B will be called equivalent (symbol: 3Í'~9Í") if each N'

contains an N" and each N" an N'. Clearly each IF contains an S and each

S an N. A Banach space 73 is called finite-dimensional (symbol: fd) if there

exist a finite subset 6i, • • • , bk in B such that every b in B is a linear combina-

tion of these Ô,-.

(3) A Banach space [see 3] is a complete normed vector space. In all that follows the trivial

space consisting of just one point will be ruled out and all spaces considered will be at least one-

dimensional.

(4) Linear is used in Banach's sense, to mean additive and continuous.

(6) See J. von Neumann [20], for this case; others who have considered topologies in a

Banach space are A. E. Taylor [25], and Alaoglu [l].

(6) 6 will be used for the zero element of any linear space under discussion.

(') See Taylor [25].
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Theorem 2.1. 9Î~© if and only if A is fd; @~9ß if and only if B is fd;
hence 9î~!ïB if and only if both A and B are fd(8).

If A is fd, there is a basis oi, • • • , ak of linearly independent points of

A with a=Z>â* taidi, tai real, for each a in A. Since every two ^-dimensional

Banach spaces are isomorphic there is a P>0 such that Z>á* \tai\ = K if

||a||^l.   Recall that || U\\ -supn.nsi || G(a)|| ; if UGS(ax, ■ • • , ak; e/K), then

\\U(a)\\ = 2Z\t«i\\\U(ai)\\ <-^ = «
Hk K

if ||a|| ^ 1. Therefore N(e)Z}S(au ■ ■ ■ , ak; e/K) and 9i~© when A is fd. If A

is not fd and 5 = 5(ai, • • • , a*; e) is any s* neighborhood of 6, there is an a

in .4* such that a(a/) =0 for each i^k, while ||a|| >0. If ||o|| 9*0, the element

G of C/definedby G (a) = «a(a)öisin 5 for every« while || G„|| =«||a|| ||¿||—> °°

as » increases, so 5 is not contained in any sphere.

If B is fd, let ßx, ■ • ■ , ßq and bx, ■ ■ ■ , bq be conjugate bases in B* and B,

respectively; that is, choose them so that j8t(ô,) = l, ßi(b,) = 0 if Í9*j, and

ßx, • ■ ■ , ßq and bx, • • • ,bq are linearly independent and are bases in their re-

spective spaces; then any b in Pis of the form 22, sé qßj(b)bj. If 5 = 5(ai, • ■ ■ ,ak;e)

is given, the w* neighborhood for which | j3y(£7(a,-))| <e/(5sup;- ||öy||) for every

il=kk,jSq lies in ¿'since

\U(a,)\\ = 22ßi(U(ai))bi < Z I W(O) I INI <e

if |jSy(Z7(öf))| <e/(s sup,- HOjII) for all i,j; hence <S~3ß. If P is not fd and if
IF=IF(ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak; ßx, • ■ • , ßk; e) is given, there is a point b in P with

/3,(ô)=0forallî^& while ||ô|| >0. If a^A, if ||a|| 5^0 and if ais any element of

A* for which a(a)?¿0, each Un defined by letting U„(a') =nct(a')b for each a'

in A is in W since ßi(Un(a)) =na(a)ß{(b) =0; || G„(a)|| =»|a(a)| ||ô||—►<» as«

increases so IF cannot lie in any S(a, e) for which ||a|| 9*0.

3. The boundedness problem. The theorem of Banach [3, p. 80, Theorem

5 ] already mentioned asserts that if { Un} is any sequence of elements of A : B

such that lim sup„ || G\(a)|| < » for every a in A, then lim sup„ || G„|| < <». The

boundedness problem is to characterize those triples A, B, X such that

lim sup* || Gc|| < oo if Hm sups || Gx(a)|| < °= for each a. Some unsettled ques-

tions connected with this problem are collected at the end of this section.

Consider the following conditions:

(a) lim supz || G(a)|| < °o for each a in A.

(b) limx || G(a)|| =0 for each a in A.

(8) Even in the unit sphere Ui in U, the s* and w* topologies are generally different; this

can be seen from the result, more general than one of Alaoglu [l ], that Ui is bicompact in the s*

topology if and only if B is fd, while Ui is bicompact in the w* topology if and only if B is re-

flexive.
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(c) lim supx II Ux\\ = oo.

(d) limx|| Ux\\ = oo.

The first step in the solution of the boundedness problem is to show that

the nature of 73 is unimportant.

Theorem 3.1. i/^4 and X are given and if a B exists such that linear opera-

tors Ux can be defined on A to B so as to satisfy any combination of the conditions

(a)-(d), then for any B', Ux can be chosen in A:B' to satisfy the same conditions.

If the linear operators Ux on A to B are given, for each x let ßx be an ele-

ment of 73* such that \\ßx\\ = 1 and

\\UX\\ = sup ||C/x(o)|| g 2 sup   \ßx(U,ia))\.
Ilollâi Mai

Let ax in A* be defined by ax(a) =/3x(£/x(a)); then |ax(a)| ^||f/x(a)|| while

|| Ux\\ <2||ax|| so the ax satisfy those conditions which are satisfied by the UX.

If 73' is any other space, let b' be any point in 73' for which ||¿>'J| = 1 and define

Ui by the equation Uí (a) =ax(a)¿>' ; then || Ui || = ||ax|| and || Ui (a)|| = | ax(a) |

so the Ui have the same properties.

For any combination of the conditions (a)-(d) let ^3 with those subscripts

be the class of all pairs [A, X], where A is a Banach space and X a directed

set, such that ctx in A* exist satisfying that set of conditions; for example, 'iliac

is the set of all [/I, X] such that ctx in A* exist with lim supx |ax(a)| < oo for

each a in A and lim supx ||ax|| = oo. The problem of boundedness is to char-

acterize tyac; related to this are the problems of characterizing the sets

tyad, ^6c, and tybd. There are several obvious relations among these classes;

^bdC^adC^ac;fbdCfbCC%c, and ^aDVad-, to be proved later (Theorem 3.7)

is the fact that tyad^tybd-

Consider first some "monotony" properties of these sets. A Banach space

A' will be called a linear image of a Banach space A if there is a linear

operator U on A to 73 whose values fill up 73. If U is such an operator and if

A o = ¡a |  7J(a) = 6}, then A ' is isomorphic to the Banach space A /A 0(9).

Theorem 3.2. If [A, Y]<E*$bd, tybo or ^oc a»d X> Y, then [A, X] is in the

same class. If A' is a linear image of A and if [A', X](E.tybd, tybc, or tyac, then

[A, X] is in the same class.

If X> Y, there are functions g on F to A" and i on I to F such that

hix) > y if x > giy). If [A, F]£$&<¿, there exist ay in A* such thatlim„ |av(a)| =0

for each a in A and limv ||a¡,|| = °o. Let a.x = cth<.X)\ then for each a in A and

(9) If A ois a closed linear subset of A, the elements of A/At, are the cosetsEo = \a¡ | a— aiSA }

where ||-E„|| =infa,gB0 ||oi|| ; with the usual definitions of the vector operations A/At¡ is a Banach

space. If Ao= U~l(S), the elements of A /Ao are the sets E= U~l(a'), a' in A '; the transformation

T on A/At, to A' defined by T(U~1(a'))=a' is linear and 1-1 so [3, p. 41, Theorem 5] it is an

isomorphism.
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e>0 there is a y, such that |a¡,(a)| < e if y>yt. Let xt=g(yt); if x>x«, then

|«i(ö)| =|a*(x)(a)| <e since h(x) >y(, so lim^ |ax(a)| =0; similarly limx \\az\\

= °o .

If [.¡4, F]G^3oc or %c, let av in A* have the corresponding properties. De-

fine hx on A to F as follows : Suppose that hx is already defined on a subset

X' of X so that (1) X' contains every predecessor of each of its elements,

(2) for each x' in X' there is a sequence \xn' }CA' such that x„' >x' and

lim„ Haj^orjll = °°, and (3) hx(x')>h(x') for every x' in X'. If X' 9*X, let x be
any element of A —A' and let {x„} be any sequence of points of A —A' such

that xn+i>xn for each « while xi>x. Since lim sup„ ||aB|| = °° , for each « there

exists a point hx(xn) in F such that hx(x„)>h(xn) and ||«»j(xB)|| >»• Let

Ar" = A'+ {x"| an » exists for which x„>x"} ; for each x" in X" for which

hx(x") is not already defined let hx(x") =h(x"); then hx is defined over A"

with the properties (l)-(3). Starting with X' equal to the empty set and

applying transfinite induction defines hx over all X with the properties (2)

and (3). From (3) and a repetition of the argument in the preceding para-

graph it follows that the ax defined by aI=aül(I) satisfy (a) or (b) if the ay do;

(2) implies that ax satisfy (c).

Suppose that the linear operator U maps A onto all of B, let A0= U~l(6),

and construct ^4/^40- If o¿x ÇlA'*, define ax in A* by ax(a)=ax (U(a)); clearly

the ax satisfy (a) or (b) if the ax do. For each x .

||«,|| =sup(|aI(a)|/||a||) = sup ( | ai (U(a)) \ /\\a\\).
a a

For each e>0 there is an a' of norm one such that ax (a')>|]a~ || — e; if(9)

E = T~l(a'), \\E\\ ^ j| P_i|| so there is an a in E of norm less than ||P_1|| + e;

hence |J«X|| >(||«*'|| ~ e)/(||r_1|| + «0 for every 6>0 or ||a«|| è||a,'||/||r-1||.

Therefore the ax satisfy (c) or (d) if the ax do.

We now consider a case in which [A, X] can be shown to be in the smallest

of these classes.

Theorem 3.3. If A is not fd, if B is any Banach space, and if ©, the s*

neighborhood system of 6 in A:B, is directed by the relation S>S' if S(ZS', then

[¿.«le*.*
If S£@, there is a least integer k such that 5=5(ai, • • • , ak; e). If A is

not fd, by Theorem 2.1, ¿contains a point Us for which \\Us\\ >k; then Us de-

fined in this way have the properties (b) and (d). If aE^A and e>0 is given,

UsGSCS(a; e) if S>S(a; e), so || Us(a)\\ < e if S>S(a; e) or lims || Us(a)\\ =0.

If S = S(alt ■ ■ ■ , ak; e)(ZS' = S(a{, ■ ■ ■ , a¿ ; e'), then each a¡ is linearly de-

pendent on the ai. For suppose that some aj does not depend on the a¿; then

[3, p. 57, lemma] there is an a in A* such thata(a,) =0 for all i while a(a¡ ) = 1.

Take bj*Q in B and let U(a) =a(a)b; then kUGS for every k, but if ¿||ô|| > e',

kU(£S'; this contradicts the assumption that SC.S'.  If a{, • • • , a8'   are
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chosen linearly independent, then 5(ai, • • • , ak; e)(ZSia{, • • • , a3' ; 1/g) im-

plies that k^q, so || Us\\ >q if S>Sia{ , • • • , a/ ; 1/g), and lims || Us\\ = °°.

Banach's theorem asserts that [A, u]^^ac for any A ; a converse of this

is contained in the first half of the next theorem.

Theorem 3.4. A°>X if and only if there is no A for which [A, X] is in tyac

ior tybc)- A is id if and only if there is no X for which [A, X] is in tyac ior tybd)-

If [A, X]G^ac and A°>X, then [A,u]G^ac, by Theorem 3.2; this contra-

dicts Banach's theorem. If A°>X, no countable subset of X is cofinal in X. Let

A =c0(X, B0)iu), where B0 is the space of real numbers, and define ax in A*

in a way similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the ax

have been defined on a subset X' of X to satisfy the conditions (1) X' con-

tains every predecessor of each element of X', (2) for each x' in X', there is

a monotone sequence {xi } C.X' such that lim„ ||aX'„|| = 0°, and (3) for each

x' in X', ctx> is defined by ax<(a) =£x-a(x') for each a in A, and some constant

kX'. Then take any x not in X' and any monotone sequence {x„{ (ZX — X'

such that Xi>x and for each « define <xXn in A* by ax„(a) =wa(x„) for each a

in A ; define ax> in A* for those predecessors x' of any x„ for which it is not al-

ready defined by setting ax< = 6. As before, this and transfinite induction serve

to define ax for every x in X so that lim supx \\cex\\ = oo. For each a in A the set

Ea= [x I |a(x)| >0J is countable, hence not cofinal in X; therefore there is an

xa in X such that no x in Ea follows x„, so limx ax(a) = 0 for each a since

ax(a)=0 if x>xa. This shows that [c0iX, B0), X]E%c unless A°>X.

If A is fd, by Theorem 2.1, norm and strong neighborhoods systems are

equivalent; using this fact it is clear that no [A, X]£$oc. To show that no

[A, X] can be in tyac requires only an application of the method of proof used

in that theorem. If A is not fd, Theorem 3.3 asserts that an X exists with

[A,X]in%d-

We turn now to a characterization of the nature of © considered as a di-

rected set rather than as a neighborhood system.

Theorem 3.5. A is not fd if and only if for every B there is an ordinal num-

ber v>0 such that A" is a cofinal part of the directed set © of strong neighborhoods

of 0 in A: B; v is unique and depends only on A.

Proof. If A is not fd, let A ' be a vector basis in A ; that is, a set of points a'

of norm one, such that no a' in A' is linearly dependent on any of the others,

while every element of A is a linear combination of elements of A'. Let v be

the ordinal for which the power of A ' is fc< „. If B is any Banach space, we shall

show that A" with this choice of v is a cofinal part of ©, the strong neighbor-

hood system in A'.B; clearly v does not depend on 73 but only on A.

Let / be any 1-1 correspondence between the class of neighborhoods

Sia ; 1), a in A ', and D", the base of the stack A"; extend/ to all of A" by letting

(10)This is defined before Corollary 3.3.
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fio) =S(f(di), ■ ■ ■ ,f(dk); 1/k) if di, ■ ■ ■ , dk are the elements of 5. Then/de-
fines a 1-1 correspondence between A' and a certain subset ©' of @.

©' is cofinal in ©, for if 5(ai, ■ ■ • , ak; e) £©, there exist ai,- in A ' and real

numbers tn such that 8<""£/s*, tiflij. Then Si, the neighborhood such that

I Ufan) | < e/(zZa I '</' )> is contained in S. If enough additional elements of A '

are used to make 1/k smaller than i/(zZa I t*i\ )> & contains some S'£©\ so

©' is cofinal in ©.

/preserves order between ©' and A". Obviously/(ô) >/(S') if 8>8'. Sup-

pose that .S = .S(ai, ■ • • , ak; 1/k) and S' = S(a{, • • • , a'a ; 1/g) are in ©' and

that SC.S'. By the argument used in Theorem 3.3, each a/ is a linear combi-

nation of thea,-, í ^¿; hence each a} must be an ai, so qSk and/~'(S) >f~1(S').

This shows that A' is a cofinal part of © if A is not fd; V5¿0 since A°>S

if p = 0and no function on © to Ucan exist satisfying Theorem 3.3. pis unique

since © and A' are cofinally similar and (see §1) no set can be cofinally similar

to two different stacks. If A is fd, @'~3(l~'A^, so no A" with v>0 can be a

cofinal part of © in this case.

If A is fd, let v(A) =0; if A is not fd, let v(A) be the ordinal greater than 0

whose existence is asserted by this theorem.

Corollary 3.1. If n(A) =min v(A') where the minimum is taken over all

non-id linear images A' of A, and if X >A'U), then [A, X ] G'iß&d-

Since the set of ordinals v(A') is well-ordered by magnitude, there is a

smallest one, so n(A ) is defined ; let A ' be an image of A for which v(A ') = rj(A ).

By Theorems 3.3, 3.5, and 3.2, [A', A'^'^GVbd, so, by 3.2, [A, X]£<$bd

UX>A^A\

Corollary 3.2. If A =73<2"+1\ [A, X]£<ßM */ X>A"<**>; if A =73<2"+2>,
[A, X]e^tdif X>A'<s**>(ir).

This follows from Corollary 3.1 and this theorem: 7e¿ A be isomorphic to a

conjugate space and let Ai be the subset of A** consisting of all those points aa

defined for each a in A by aa(a) =a(a) for every a in A*; then there is a projection

ofA**intoAi(12).

Ii Y is any set of points y and 73 is any Banach space, there are certain

easily defined Banach spaces of functions /on F to B(w). Let m(Y, B) be the

(ll)BW is defined by induction from B«» = B, B<»+» = (B<»>)*.

(12) This need only be proved if A —B* for some B; in this case reducing each 0 defined

over B** to a function defined only over Bi defines a transformation of A** into A: mapping

back to A i by the usual method gives the desired projection. Phillips [23] has shown that Co is

not the range of a projection of m=c**; so some restriction on A is needed ; it is not known

whether A is isomorphic to a conjugate space if A\ is the range of a projection in A**.

(13) Most of the results given in this paragraph for these spaces of functions on Y to B can

be adapted to the more general spaces of functions/on Y for which the value/(y) always lies

in some fixed space B„; if all By = B, this reduces to the case discussed in the text. For example,

see [9] for one case where Y is countable.
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space of those/'s such that ||/|| =sup„ ||/(y)|| < °° ; for any p with 1 ^p < °o let

lp(Y, B) be the space of those/'s for which ||/|| = (Z»H/Cy)||p)1/P< °° ("); let

Co( Y, B) be the set of /'s for which \y | |/(y)| >e} is a finite set for every e>0.

In the special case F=co, B=B0, these spaces reduce to the well known spaces

m, lp, and c0. It may be noted that the conjugate spaces of c0( F, P), /i( F, P),

and lP(Y, B) with Kp<<x> are, respectively, equivalent to /i(F, P*),

m(Y, B*) and lp.(Y, B*) where 1/p + l/p'= 1.

If F' is any subset of F, let P be the operation which takes a function /

on F to P into the function Tf defined by Tf(y) =f(y) if y G Y', Tf(y) = d if
y££ F'. Then it is clear that P defines a projection of norm 1 in each of the'

spaces m(Y, B), lP(Y, B) and c0(Y, B) and that the range of P in these cases

is equivalent to m(Y', B), lP(Y', B) and c0(F', B). Also, if Fis an infinite set,

the spaces m, lv, and c0 are, respectively, linear images of m [ Y, B ], lv [ Y, B ]

and Co[F, B].

Corollary 3.3 If Y is any infinite set and B is any Banach space,

[m(Y, B), X], [lp(Y, B), X] and [c0(Y, B), X]GVbd if A>A? where N7
is the power of the continuum.

This follows from 3.2 and 3.5 since the power of a vector basis in m, lv,

or Co, is that of the continuum.

The next result gives some conditions involving X(A) ; if A is not fd, let

p(A) be the smallest ordinal such that a fundamental set(15) of power ^exists

in A.

Theorem 3.6. If \(X) >p(A) > 0 and if \imx Ux(a) exists for every a in A,

then there is an xa such that Ux=UXoif x>x0, so [A, X](¡.<$b<:. If\(X)>v(A),

[A,X]e%ac.IfMX)=p(A)>0,then [A, A]G^6c

Let A' be a fundamental set in A of power fc$„u); if limx Ux(a) exists for

each a, then for each a in A' and integer k there is an xak in X such that

|| Ux(a) — UX'(a)\\ <l/k if x, x'>Xak- If X(A) >p(A), for each k there is an x*

which follows all xak so || Ux(a) — Ux>(a)\\ < 1/k for all a in A ' if x, x' >xk. Since

X(A) >0 there exists an x0' following all xk; so, if x0>x0', Ux(a) = UXo(a) for

all a in A' if x>xo; hence Ux(a) = Ux<1(a) for all a in A.

A similar argument if X(A) > v(A) and if lim sup* | ax(a) | < °o for every a

shows that there is an Xo in X such that, for each a, a ka>0 exists with

|az(a)| <ka if x>Xo. That lim supx ||arx|| < °° follows from a theorem of Hilde-

brandt [15] which has as a special case this theorem(16): 7/^4 is a Banach

(u) If 0 is a real-valued, non-negative function defined over Y, 22v<i>(y) ¡s defined to be

supn^vGiri'O'), where the supremum is taken overall finite subsets tjof Y. Hence the assumption

that 2^i^>(y)< °° implies that {y \ <t>(y)>0\ is at most countable.

(u) A set A ' is fundamental in A if the set of linear combinations of elements of A ' is dense

in A. It is known [18] that p(A) = v(A) if and only if ^ is at least as great as the power of the

continuum.

(16) Banach's theorem is a corollary of Hildebrandt's in its more general form; the reader
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space, if X is a directed set and if axÇHA*, then lim supx ||ax|| < oo if a sequence

{xn} QX exists with the following property: For each a in A there exist integers

ka and nta such that | ax(a) | <ka if x >xm<i.

If \(X) =p(A) >0, transfinite sequences ¡«,JC^ and [a„}C-<4 can be

defined as follows: (1) v ranges over all ordinals <w)i(A), the first ordinal

of power KM(x); (2) x„>xp if v>p and {x„} has no upper bound; (3) the sex.

[a, | v<utaU)} is fundamental in A. Let n(v) be the largest integer such that

v — n is defined and define a„ in A* so that a,(a„) =0 if p<v while |ja,|| =«(p).

If Q={»»| f<w(i(A)}, then [^4, ñ]£^Tj 6c, for if a £^4, there is a sequence {ai \

of linear combinations of the ay such that ||a„' — a||—->0; hence there is a

va<Uß(A) such that a is in the smallest closed linear manifold containing

{a, | v < va} ; hence a„(a) = 0 if v > va so lim» a,(a) = 0 for every a in A ; clearly

lim sup» ||a,|| = oo. Also X>Q., for definingg(v) =x„ and h(x) =inf v such that

x>x„ gives two functions with the desired properties. Therefore [A, X]Ç^hc

whenX(X)=M(^)>0.

Corollary 3.4. If A =lp(Y, 73) or c0(Y, 73), if Y is uncountable, and if

X>ili, the set of denumerable ordinals, [A, X]Çz.'$bc- Under the hypothesis of

the continuum [m( Y, 73), X] £^6C if X>Qi and Y is any infinite set.

We conclude this section with a theorem giving some relationships among

the sets *!ß.

Theorem 3.7. If A exists for which [A,X]Etyd, then\(X)=0. If\(X) =0,
[A, X]eyadfand only if [A, X]G%d, so ^ad = ^bd. $»*$>+

If [A, X]£^<¡, there exist ax in A* and a sequence {x„} CA" such that

||ax|| >« if x>x„; if X(A) >0, then an Xo must exist following all x„ so that

||axJ| = 0°, which is impossible. If X(A)=0 and [A, X]Ç;<$ac, let {x„} be a

monotone sequence with no upper bound in X and let ax in A* satisfy (a)

and (c). Define AonXtoJso that h(x) >x ior every x while ||oía(X)|| >«2

if x„<x>x„+i; let A(x)=x if x>xi. Let ai =(l/n)ahM if x„<x>xn+i,

cti =ax if x>xi; then limx ai (a) =0 for every a while limx \\ax\\ = =o.

Since tybdatyadGtyactyd, ($bd = '$ad. If X is the set of denumerable ordinals,

or any other set such that X(A) >0, [c0(X, Bo), A]£^5öc by the construction

in Theorem 3.4; by the first statement of this theorem [c0(A", 730), X](¡.tybd.

Corollary 3.5. If [A, F]£$ac, î/ X> Y, and if X>A\then [A,X]E^bd-

The major problem remaining here is to reduce the number of pairs whose

class is unknown. Other problems are these: (1) Is ^)3öC = ^3ac? (2) A corollary

of Theorem 4.2 is that if A' is the range of a projection in A and if [A', X]

is in some class, then [A, X] is in the same class; is this true if A' is any

closed linear subset of A ? (3) A special case of (2) is to decide whether or not

will note that the characterization sought in this section is not to involve the special choice

of az; in that sense Hildebrandt's theorem is a useful tool but not a result of the desired type.
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there is an X such that [co, X ] is in some class while [m, X ] is not. This might

also be settled by the answer to (4). Is [^4*, A] in one of these classes if

[A, A] is?

4. Totally measurable functions and real operators. In this section let

F be an abstract set, let T be a field(17) of subsets of Y, and let P be a Banach

space. If E is any set in T, let 4>e, the characteristic function of E, be 1 on P

and 0 on its complement. A function/ on F with values in B is called simple

if there exist a finite number of sets P, in T and points 6, in B such that

f=22'e>4>Eibi. Let F be the space of all functions/ on F to B for which there

exists a sequence !/„} of simple functions which converges uniformly to/; if

11/11 =sup„cy ||/(y)||, Fis a Banach space. In the special case in which P=Po,

the space of real numbers, call the space V,. If ß is any element of P* and

/<E V, the function ßf defined by ßf(y) =jS(/(y)) is in Fr and ||ô/|| = \\ß\\ \\f\\ ; if
<pGVr and ¿>£P, the function <pb defined by <pb(y)=<p(y)b is in V and

\\<pb\\ =||<£[| ||ô|| ; moreover these functions of the form <pb, with <p in Vr and b

in B, form a fundamental set in F, since every <pEb is of this form. Also if

4>GVr there exist ß in P* and b in B such that ß<pb=<p; in fact any choice

such that ß(b) = 1 will do.

Let U be V'.B, the space of linear operators on V to P. Gowurin [13 ] has

shown that each U in U can be defined by means of a certain integral : Foi

each PGT define $(£) in B:B by the relation $(E)b= U(<pEb) for every b

in P; then (1) each $(E) is a linear operator on B to B, (2) 4> is additive;

that is, i>(Pi) + i>(P2) = 4>(Pi + P2) if Pi and P2 are disjoint sets in T and

(3) <ï> is limited; that is,

TF*(F) = sup Z HEi)bi
i&k

<   °°

where the supremum is taken over all choices of bi with ||ô,|| á 1 and all parti-

tions of F into a finite number of disjoint sets P1( • • • , Ekin T(18). On the

other hand each 4> satisfying these three conditions defines a U in U by

means of the Gowurin integral: If f=T*Ji<k<t>Eibi, let /fa'<í>=Z¿g*^>(P«)0<; then

\\ffd3>\\^W<i>(Y)\\f\\ so \\f(fn-fm)d*\\-*0 if ||/»-/.|H0. If/GF, let {/„}
be a sequence of simple functions converging to/ànd let ffd$ = limnJfnd$. If

U(f) =ffd$, then UGVL, || U\\ = W$( Y), and 3> is derived from Uby the rela-
tion U(<pEb) = $(E)b for every b in P.

Some of these set functions are of the form "f(P) = 1F(£)7 where I is the

(") T is a field if finite sums of sets in T are in T, if KS T and if complements of sets

in T are in T. The reader is asked to distinguish between T, used here, and T used later in this

section.

(ls) It is easily verified that if <J>is limited and additive and if W${E) = sup |E¿S**(-E¿)&<[|,

where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions of E into disjoint sets E\, ■ • ■ , Ek in T,

and sequences of points bi, • • • ,bk of norm less than or equal to 1, then W<b is a bounded, real-

valued non-negative function on T such that W*(£i) S W$(Ei+E2) S W$(Ex) + W*(£2) for

every pair of disjoint sets in T.
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identity transformation in 73 and SF is a bounded, additive, real-valued func-

tion on T. For such a $ write U(f) =Jfd^r instead of ffd$; then || U\\ = V*( F)
= sup^,ái| ty(Ei) | where the supremum is taken over all partitions of F into

a finite number of disjoint sets of T. All the elements of V* are of the form

T(</>) = /(rW1F for some bounded, additive real-valued "F defined on T(19). The

correspondence r associating Ci in F:73 andrZ7=Tin V* if t(<p) =J<f>d^ for all

<j> in Fr and [/(/) =Jfd^ for all /in F is one-to-one and norm preserving be-

tween V* and a subset Ur of F:73. The reader can easily prove the following

results :

(1) IfßGB*, t/£Ur and /£ V, then ß( U(f)) =r U(ßf).
(2) f/£Ur if and only if U(f) is a linear combination of the values off when-

ever f is a simple function in V.

Since Ur is a subset of U, the topologies defined in §2 impose three topolo-

gies in Ur- If 9Î, © and SB are the norm, s* and w* neighborhood systems of 6

in U, let Sir, ©r and SBr be the intersection of these with Ur; that is, Arr£9cr

if there is an N in 9Î such that NT = NVLr, and similarly for ©r and 2Br.

Theorem 4.1. 9tr~©r if and only if VT is fd; ©r^2Br */ owd onh if one

of the spaces B or Vr is fd. Hence 9g—93ßr if and only if Vr is fd.

If Fr is fd, there exist <pi, ■ ■ ■ , <pk in Vr which form a basis in Vr, so

that for each e>0 there is a ô>0 such that ¡|T||<e if |T(0<)| <Ô for

i = l, • • ■ , k. Take ßi in 73* and f, in V, say fi=<pibi, such that /3,/i=<r>i for

i-1, • • • ,k.li U is in Wr=Wr(fi, ■ ■ ■ ,fk,ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßk;o), then \ßi(U(fi))\<b
ior all i, but

I ßi(U(fi)) | = | T(ßifi) | = | T(4>i) i

so || U\\ =||T|| < e and UCzNr(e) ; that is, if Vr is fd, there is a Wr contained

in each Nr, so 9ir~©r=ü2Br.

If 73 is fd, ©~3B ; so ©r^S3Br.
If Fr is not fd, consider two classes of neighborhoods Sr(fi, • ■ • ,/*;«),

first taking all/,- to be simple functions. Let/i <—?_.i&h/bM,]bii\ then, for every ß

in 73*, ßfi =¿Zj&ki4>Enß(bij), so the set of functions {ßf, | ß in 73*, i = 1, • • • , k}

can all be expressed as linear combinations of the characteristic functions of

the finite number of sets E,j. Hence the smallest linear manifold in VT con-

taining all the ßfi is fd and therefore does not fill up Vr; by a lemma of Banach

[3, p. 57] there exists an T in Fr* such that T(/3/<) =0 for all/i and ß, while

||T|| >0. Let L7 = t-'ï, then ß(U(f,)) =T(/3/<) =0 so U(fi)=0 for each * while
||C7||=||ï||>0. For each ü:>0 there is a point U'=KU/\\u\\ such that

|| C7'|| =2S: and U'ESr(fi, ■■ ■ , fk; e).
This holds if the/,- are simple functions; if/i, • • • , /* are any functions

in V, there exist k sequences of simple functions {/,-„} such that ||/i„—/i|| <2~"

(19) See Kantorovich and Fichtenholz [il], or specialize Gowurin's integral.
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for each i = k. Hence, for any UGUr, || U(fi„-fi)\\ <2~n\\ U\\. For any K>0

and €>0 take «0 so that 2~"»<í/4P; then in S(ft„0, • ■ • ,/*„„; e/4) there is a

point U with ||t7||=7i:. ||C/(/,-„0-/,-)||<P:2-»»<e/4 so \\U(fi)\\<e/2 and

UGSr(fx, •••,/*;«) while || U\\ = K. This construction can be carried through

for any Sr in ©r; so no Sr lies in an Nr if Fr is not fd.

If neither Fr nor P is fd, there is an f0 in F such that no fd subspace of B

contains all the values of/0; consider Sr(fo; e) and any Wr= Wr(fx, • • • , /*;

ßx, ■ ■ • , ßk', ô). Let yi, • • • , y*+i be points of F for which the k+1 points

/o(y¿) in P are linearly independent. Then k+1 numbers t¡ exist which are not

all zero and which satisfy the k equations ZiS*+i tjßi(fi(y,)) =0,i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k.

Let U in Ur be defined by U(f)=22iSk+x tjf(y,); then UGWr since

ßi(U(fd) =ßi(22iSk+i tjfiiyj)) =Z/S*+i hßi(fi(yi))=0, while || U(f0)\\ >0 since
the points /o(yi), • • • , /o(y*+i) are linearly independent. For every K,

KUGWr but for K large enough KUGSr; hence ©r is not equivalent to SBr

in this case.

One remark on the problem of boundedness may be made for such spaces

and operations.

Corollary 4.1. For any B, Vr is a linear image of V; hence n(V) ^ v(Fr).

If A>©r a«¿ Vr is not fd, Ux in Ur caw be chosen so that Yimx || <7x(/)|| =0 for

every f while Unix || Ux\\ = <x>. If Vr is fd, then no X and Ux in Ur exist which

satisfy these conditions.

Note that Fr is fd if and only if T has only a finite number of distinct

elements; F is fd if and only if both B and Fr are fd.

The next lemma is used in §6.

Lemma 4.1. If Uxand UoG1lrandifTx=TUx,then U0=w* — Yimx Uxifand

only if T0 =t U0 = w* — limx Tx.

Uo = w*-\imx i/x if and only if limx ß(Ux(f)) =ß(U0(f)) for every ß in P*

and/ in V; that is, if and only if T0(/3/) =linix Tx(ßf) for every ß in B* and/

in F. But the set of such ßf fills up Vr; so this is true if and only if

T0((p) =Yimx Tx(<p) for every 0 in Fr; that is, if and only if T0 = w*-linix Tx(20).

5. A completely additive integral. That the class of totally measurable

functions is rather limited is clear from the fact that the set of values of such

a function/ is a totally bounded subset of B; that is, for each €>0 there is a

finite set of spheres of radius e which together cover the set of values of/. If

a measurable function is defined to be a function which is the limit of a point-

wise convergent sequence of simple functions, then the class of bounded,

•measurable functions includes the class of totally measurable functions; the

two classes are the same only if B is fd or if T has only a finite number of

(so) This lemma is a restatement of the fact that the equivalence r of V* and Ur carries 3Br

into the set of weak* neighborhoods of 9 in V*. Note that the proof of (2) of Theorem 6.2 shows

that the w* and s* topologies are the same in the unit sphere of Ur although they are different

in the unit sphere of U itself.
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distinct elements. Birkhoff [4], Bochner [ó], Dunford [lO], Gelfand [12],

Pettis [21], Phillips [22], and Price [24], among others, have defined and

studied integrals of a Lebesgue-Iike nature for functions with values in a

Banach space; Gowurin [13] and Bochner and Taylor [7] have considered a

"Riemann-Stieltjes" integral; as far as I know, no attempt except in [24] has

been made to define a completely additive integral similar to Gowurin's.

In this section F is any set and B is a Banach space(21) ; T is further re-

stricted to be a ff-field(22). A function /on F to 73 will be called half-simple if

it is bounded; that is, if there is a K>0 such that |[/(y)|| ÚK for all y, and if

there exist a countable number of disjoint sets {Ei\ in T such that/ has the

constant value bi on £¿.

Lemma 5.1. 33, the class of bounded measurable functions on Y to B, is the

class of all functions on Y to B which can be uniformly approximated by half-

simple functions ; hence 33 is a Banach space if ||/|| = sup„ ||/(y)|| •

Every half-simple function is in 33; so every /which can be approximated

uniformly by half-simple functions {/„}. is in 33; the construction of a se-

quence of simple functions converging to / is as follows: Suppose that

/n(y) =bin if y£7£i„ and enumerate {Ein\ and {bin\ as single sequences {E¡ }

and {b'j }. For each j let E'¿ be any enumeration of the disjoint sets obtained

by intersecting all possible combinations of the El, ifk), and their comple-

ments. Define// by fj (y) =6 on Y— 52«£i £,',// (y) =b'¿ on Ek¡ where b'¿ is a

bi, iúj, for which sup^geï, II*/ — /Cy)|| is a minimum; then the// are simple

functions and converge pointwise to /. If /£ 33, there is a sequence |/n}

of simple functions such that ||/„(y) — /(y)||—»0 for each y in F and ||/„|[ ^ ||/|| ;

enumerate the values of these /„ in a sequence {bi}. For any e>0 let

El = {y I ||/(y)-6i||<e}; then£<£/ = Fand each 7¿/£T, because y££/ if
and only if there is an « such that, for every k>«, ||/*(y) —o,|| < e; that is, if

and only ii y£.¿2nTlk>n Eki where Eki= {y \ \\fk(y) — b,\\ < e]. Each Eki is in

T, so each El is also in T; let Ei = E{, 7£,-+i = £/+i — ¿Zk¿i Ek , and define ft by

f*(y) =bi if y££,-. Since the E, are disjoint, are in T, and cover F,/« is half-

simple; clearly ||/— /4|| < e so every element of 33 can be approximated uni-

formly by half-simple functions.

From this lemma it is clear that the difficulties of defining an integral for

functions in 33 are mostly concentrated in defining the integral of every half-

simple function. Gelfand [12 ] calls a series^i bi of points of a Banach space 73

unconditionally convergent ii¿Zi I ß(°i) | < °° f°r every ß in B*. If A0 is the stack

whose elements are the finite sets, ô, of positive integers, Alaoglu has shown

(21) Throughout this section we shall consider that B is imbedded in its second conjugate

space B** by the usual transformation associating b in B with bb in B** if bt,(ß)=ß(b) for every

ß in B*.

(22) T is a <r-field (sometimes called a Borel field) if T is a field and if the sum of any

countable collection of sets of T is a set of T.
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that Z» bi converges unconditionally if and only if limä Z<G{ ß(P*) converges

for every ß in B* and if and only if supj ||Z»'G* ^«'11 < °°- Let tne sum of the un-

conditionally convergent series Z« bi be that point 6 of B** for which

b(/3) =Yimsß(bs) for every /Sin B*, where bs =Z«G«^¡ then \\b\\ ^Iim sups |[&s||-

If $> is a limited, additive function defined over the a-field T with values in

B:B, if {p,} is any sequence of disjoint sets in T, and if {¿>,} is any sequence

of points of norm not exceeding 1, then Z> $(Eî)bi is unconditionally conver-

gent because ||Z»E' ^(P<)^»|| ÚW$(Y) for every S. <ï> is called completely

additive (symbol: ca) if for each b in B and sequence {Et} of disjoint sets

of T, Z« $(Ei)b = $(Z» Ei)b; complete additivity clearly implies finite addi-
tivity. A theorem of Orlicz [3, p. 240, (3) ] asserts that if every subseries of a

given series converges in Gelfand's sense to a point of B, then the series con-

verges in Orlicz' sense; that is, limj ||Z»E> bi— Z< Ml =0- Hence, if <É> is ca,

Z *(£<)*- 4-fZ-EiVII^0
iGj \   i        /    II

for every bin B and sequence {p,} of disjoint sets of T.

If $ is ca and limited and if / is a half-simple function with the values bi

on the disjoint sets P. of T, let ffd$ be the sum of the seriesZ« $(Ei)bi; from

the complete additivity of i> it is easily shown that this sum is independent

of the decomposition {P,-} as long as/ is constant over each set P,-. The argu-

ment used to show that Z» $(Ei)bi is unconditionally convergent also shows

that \\ffd<S>\\ g||/||W$(F) if/is half-simple. If/is any element of 93, let {/„}
be a sequence of half-simple functions converging uniformly to /; then the

points b„ = ffnd$ form a Cauchy sequence in P** and must converge to some

point of B**; let ffd<& = Yim„ ff„d&. This value is easily shown tobe independ-

ent of the choice of the sequence {/„} converging uniformly to/. If U(f) =ffd$,

then U is a linear operator on F with values in P** and || U\\ = W$( Y).

In many cases it is desirable to have ffd$> in B for every/ in 93. This is

equivalent to requiring that ffd$ be in B for every half-simple function /;

that is, to requiring thatZ« &(Ei)bi be in B for every sequence {p¿} of dis-

joint sets of Tand every bounded sequence {bi} of points of P. By the theo-

rem of Orlicz mentioned before, this is equivalent to requiring thatZ< $(Ei)bi

converge in Orlicz' sense for every such choice of ¡Pi} and {bi} ; $ will be

called convergent if this last condition holds. From this we have the following

result.

Theorem 5.1. If <E> is limited and ca, ffd$GB for each f in 93 if and only
if €> is convergent ; hence JfdQGB if B is weakly sequentially complete(23) or is

(M) B is weakly sequentially complete if the existence of lim„ ß(bn) for every ß in B* implies

that a 60 in 5 exists such that lim„ ß(bn) = ß{ba) for every ß in B*.
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reflexive or if <f> is of bounded variation124) orif$ = StT where St' is a real-valued,

ca set-function and T is any element of B:B.

Theorem 5.2. If $ is additive and convergent, W$( F) < » ;if i> is ca, then

W$(22i Ei) =Iimn JF"I>(Z«n Ei) ; if $ is ca a«¿ convergent, then W$(Ek) de-

creases to zero for every decreasing sequence {P*} of sets of T with empty inter-

section.

Suppose that $> is additive and convergent and that W&( Y) = » ; say that

a set F0 of T has property (A) if F0 has two disjoint subsets Y¿ and F0" such

that W$( F0' ) = oo and W$( F0" ) = ». Then only a finite number of disjoint

sets of T can have property (A) for if an infinite number have this property,

then there would exist a sequence { F,} of disjoint sets of T such that

W$( Yi) = » for each i. Choice of P,y in T and bu of norm not greater than

one could then be made so that the series Z»7 $(Ea)bij reordered in any way

as a simple series would have unbounded partial sums, thus contradicting

convergence of €>.

Therefore there exist disjoint sets Fi, - • • , Yk, k^l, whose sum is F, such

that PCF, and W$( F¿-P) = » imply that W$(E) < » ; let F0 represent any

one of these F¿. Define the sequence {p;} CT of subsets of F0 as follows: If

among the sets PCF0 such that W&(Y0 — E)= oo there are any such that

W$(E)9*0, let « be the smallest integer such that such an Pi exists with

W$(Ex) >l/n; if Ei, i<k, are defined and disjoint, let «* be the smallest

integer such that a subset P* of F0— Z«<* ^» nas W&(Ek)>l/nk and

TF4>(Fo-Pfc)=oo.

If an «o exists such that W$(EÎ) > l/w0 for an infinite sequence of these P,-,

then a series Z»j $(Eij)bij could be found with partial sums not tending to

zero which again contradicts convergence, so W&(Ei)—>0 as i—»oo. Consider

Po=F—Z«'P<i and Z» -£■•; by the definition of Fo either W-$(E0) or
tF$(Z< Pi)< oo. If W$(Zi P.) < °°. then Wi>(E0) = » since W$(Y0) = » ;
hence there exist a sequence {P*y} of partitions of Po and a sequence {bkj\

of points of norm not exceeding 1 such that

Z   HEki)bkj > k;

the partition {Ek+xj} may be made a refinement of the partition {P¡b¿}. By

definition of Po, if PCPo and TF$(Po — P) = », then PF4>(P) = 0, since other-

wise P would have been chosen among the P< at some stage. Hence for each

k there isa jk such that || f>(Pty)|| = 0 if J9*jk, so, letting Ek =EkJkandbk =bkjk,

||*(£*')6t'|| >k and W$(Ek')= ». Therefore E¿+iCE¿ and W$(Ek' -Ek'+1)

= 0, so $(P¿+,) = $(£*') for every k. It follows that || &(E{)b¿\ ->» while

(M) * is of bounded variation if supX!<á4! *(Ä)|| < °° where the supremum is taken over

all partitions "of Y into a finite number of disjoint sets of T.
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||ö/fc'||^l, but this is impossible since 4>(7ii ) is a linear operator on 73, so

W$(Eo) < oo.

This leaves the alternative hypothesis that W$(¿Zi Ei) = oo. A more care-

ful repetition of the preceding argument, letting {Ek¡\ be a partition of

zZi>k Ei, leads to a contradiction here. This shows that W$(Y0) must be

finite, but F0 was any one set in a finite partition of F so W$( F) < oo also.

Next assume that "t> is ca. Clearly the sets 7£i mentioned can be taken

to be disjoint; suppose then that

W$ (¿Ze1)>k = *™w<í>(¿2 eX

then there exists a partition E1, ■ ■ ■ , Ek oi¿Zi Ei into disjoint sets of T and a

set of points bi, ■ ■ ■ , bk of norm not greater than 1 such that

zZ HE'-)bj
iSk

> K + 2e

ior some e>0. By complete additivity of <£, « can be chosen so large that

HE')b, - £ HEiE>)bj <
2k

ior eachj^k, so ||]£/S*£<Ä« <i>(Ej&)bj\\ >K+e. The sets EiE',i^n, j^k,

form a partitition of 22is„ 7£iSo7C-|-e<IF<ï>(^,sn 7£.) ^K; this contradiction

shows that W$(¿Zi Ei) ^lim„ W$(¿Zi¿n El). Since W$(E) increases with E,

the conclusion holds.

The other conclusion is a simple consequence of these two; the assump-

tions that W$(Ek) i 2e >0 and that «Iris ca show that there exists a sequence

{ki} such that W$(Eki — Eki+l) > t for every i; this contradicts convergence.

If 73 =730, the space of real numbers, each <£-(£) is a real number and $ is

convergent if and only if ^2, $(El)ti converges for every bounded sequence

{ti} of real numbers and every sequence {£,-} of disjoint sets of T; that is,

if and only if ^,- | <!>(£,) | < °° for each such sequence {7¿i}.

Corollary 5.1. If and only if the real-valued, additive set-function ^ on Y

has the property that ^,- ^(El) converges for every sequence {E,} of disjoint sets

ofT, FS^(F)<oo.

This is true since W( F) = W%( Y) in this case. Since a ca real-valued set-

function has the property that

¿Zi\*iEi)\ =*(£')+ |*(£")|

where E' is the sum of those £,- such that ^(El) ^0, and E" is the sum of

those Ei such that 'if(El) <0; from this follows a well known theorem.
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Corollary 5.2. A ca real-valued set-function is of bounded variation.

If 73 is any fd space and the values of $ are in 73:73, both these corollaries

hold for such a i>, although V$( Y) and W^( Y) are no longer so simply re-

lated.

Theorem 5.3. A linear operator U on V to B can be expressed in the form

U(f) =ffd$ where $ is ca a«a" convergent if and only if U(f) =lim„ U(fn) when-

ever ||/„|| is uniformly bounded and fn converges pointwise to f.

If/„ converges pointwise to/, if £*„= {y | ||/(y) — /m(y)|| >l/k ii m>n],

then for each k, Ekn | 0, so by the preceding lemma lim„ W$(Ekn) = 0 for each

k. Then

| Vif)   -   Uifn)\\   ̂    il    f       (/ - /n)d*      +  Il    f if - /.
II J Bk„ \\JY-Ekn

n)d$

For given e>0 take k> 1/e and take « so large that W$(Ekn) < e; then

II Uif) - Uifn)\\ < e||/ - /„|| + eW*iY).

If U satisfies the last condition of the theorem, let <$(£) be the operator

on 73 to B defined by $(E)b = U(<psb) ior each b in 73. Then i> is additive

and limited since || U\\ = W$(Y). If / is a simple "function, U(J) =ffd$ is an

element of 73. If/ is half-simple with values ôt- on sets £,-,

zZ HEi)bi = \\u(zZ<t>Eib)\\ s 11/111|u\\,
\ ¿Gj / II

but no matter in what order the sets Ei are arranged lim„ ^ig„ U(<f>Eibi) = Uif)

so ¿Zi $iEi)bi is convergent in Orlicz' sense and <P is convergent.

zZ HEi)b = lim  ¿2 Ui<pEbl) = lim uízZcbEib) = lim  u(<p z £.i)
i »       ign « \ ig» / n \   iS„   '   /

so $ is ca.

In case # is equal to ^7, where ^ is real-valued, this integral is consistent

with, say, Dunford's integral for bounded, measurable functions.

A desirable property for an integral is this: If/ is in 33 and 7 is in 73:73,

then Tffd$=fTfd<S>, where 7/is the function in S3 such that Tfiy) = T(fiy)).
With this integral this does not hold for all 7 and/ for two reasons, ffd& may

not lie in 73, and 7 may not commute with all <!>(£). The first difficulty can

be avoided; if T is an operator on 73 to 73, define 7**, the adjoint(25) of 7, to

i25) Banach  [3, p. 99] calls T* the conjugate of T and represents it by T.
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be that operator on B* to P* such that T*ß(b) =ß(Tb) for every b in B and

ß in B*. Then (1) ||P*|| =||P||, (2) (TxT2)* = T2*Tx* and (3) if P** = (P*)*, the

operator P** agrees with T over P.

Theorem 5.4. If <£ ¿i limited and ca, P commutes with all $(E) if and only

if fTfd <t> = T**Jfd 4> for every f in 93.

If there is an P in T such that $(P) does not commute with P, let b be

a point such that T$(E)b9*$(E)Tb and let f = <pEb; then T**ffd$ = T$(E)b

9*$(E)Tb=fTfd$.
If / is half-simple with values 6¿ on disjoint sets Pt-, Tf has values Pô,- on

the same sets P<. ffd<& is that point b of P** for which

b(/3) = lim   2~lß(*(Ei)bi) = limß(22, *(P¿)6.
¡    iGa «      \íGj

P**b(/3) = b(T*ß) = lim   tW Z HEi)bl) =  lim /3 [ t( Z *(-P)ô.-
« \iGä / ¡      L     V.Ga

= lim ß( Z r*(P.)M = Hm ß( Z HEi)Tbi

= lim  2Zß(HEi)Tbi).
í     ¿Gä

But fTfd$ is the point bi of P** for which

bi(/3) = lim  J2ß(HEi)Tbi) = T**b(ß)
«    iGj

for every ß in P*.

Since all the operators involved are continuous and since the half-simple

functions are dense in 93, the conclusion follows.

Corollary 5.3. If S? is ca awá real-valued, then Tjfd^=jTfd<kfor every f

in 93 a«¿ every linear operator T on B to B.

In this case FStf(F)<» so ffd^GB for each/in 93. Every Pin B:B com-

mutes with multiplication by real numbers.

This section closes with some examples. Let F be the class of integers

and let T be the class of all subsets of F; for every real-valued function /

on F and every set P in T let $(E)f = <pEf; that is, <£(P)/(w) =/(«) if «GP,

*(P)/(«)=0 if «GP- If P is lP=lP(Y, Bo), l^p<°o, then 3>(P)/£P if/
does, so each <J>(P)GP:P as || 3>(P)|| = 1 for every P. This function is ca since

Z> $(Ei)b= 3>(Z< Ei)b for every b and sequence {p,} of disjoint sets in Y.

However, W$(Y) =»so the theorem that a real-valued ca set-function is of

bounded variation is not true if the words "real-valued" are deleted, even if

"limited" replaces "of bounded variation."

)■

)
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If 73 = Co instead of l„, each $(E) again defines a linear operator of norm

less than or equal to 1 on 73 to 73. Since WQ(E) = 1 on every non-empty set

E in F, this gives an example of a function such that W$( F) < oo while $> is

not convergent. For example, defining o, in 73 by bn(n) = 1, bi(n) =0 if i^n,

gives a sequence of points such that(26) 2^n $((n))bn is in m instead of in c0

since the sum is that / for which /(«) = 1 for every «.

For one more example, take B — m and let <£ be defined by $(E)b =<j>Efob,

where f0 is the function for which /o(«) = 1/«. Then || $(E)|| = W$(E)

= sup„gK 1/w, so 3> is convergent, but 4> is not of bounded variation since

L»!l*((»))ll=£»i/»-'».<
A more general integral is easily defined with properties almost precisely

the same as those discussed here. If 73 and 73' are two Banach spaces and if the

set-function 3> has values in 73:73', then limited, ca, and convergent set-func-

tions 4> can be defined almost as before ; in this case ffd& is a point in 73'** or,

if $ is convergent, in B'. An illustration is furnished by the last example above

if the values of <$ are interpreted as transformations of m into e<>. Theorem 5.4

does not carry over to this case.

6. General summability theorems. Silverman and Toeplitz and others

have given conditions on a matrix {amn} of real numbers which are neces-

sary and sufficient that it transform every convergent sequence {tm} into

another convergent sequence {sm}, where sm=^„ amntn, which converges to

the same limit. The theorem has a great many generalizations; one of these

arises naturally from using functions on a directed set instead of sequences,

another from letting the values of these functions be points of a Banach space

instead of real numbers. The form of the theorem to be stated is suggested by

the fact that c, the space of convergent sequences of real numbers, is a Banach

space if || {tn}\\ =sup„ |/„| ; in fact it is a space of the form considered in §4 if

the field is the smallest field containing all the finite sets of integers.

Let F be any directed set and B any Banach space; let A be a Banach

space whose elements are functions /on F to 73 with the property that

lim„/(y) exists (in the norm topology) for each A. Define the operator 7 on A

to B by setting L(f) =limv/(y) for each / in A ; then 7 is additive and homo-

geneous but need not be continuous(27). A set A'XZA is dense in limit in A if

for each f in A and e>0 there is an /' in A' such that ||/— /'|| <€ and

\\L(f)-L(f')\\<*.
Note that in the simple case A = c, above, the set A' of sequences which

are ultimately constant is dense in c, and hence dense in limit in c because L

is continuous in this case. The conditions (a) and (b) of Silverman-Toeplitz

(w) {n) is the set whose only element is n.

(27) The referee quite justly remarks that any additive homogeneous function L' on any

Banach space A to B could be considered with similar results; for example, letting L'{f) be the

weak limit instead of the norm limit of/would give analogous results.
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assure that every ultimately constant sequence will be taken into a sequence

with the same limit.

If A is a directed set, for each x in A let Ux be a linear operator on A

to B; the transformation { Ux] thus defined on A to a class of functions on X

to B is called regular on a subset A' of A if limx Ux(f) =L(f) for every/in A'.

Clearly if { Í7X} is regular on A' and A'GA", { Ux} is regular on A".

Theorem 6.1. (1) { Ux} is regular on A if it satisfies the conditions (a')

there exists a set A' dense in limit in A such that { Ux} is regular on A', and

(b') lim supx| f7x| < ». (2) If L is discontinuous on A and {Ux} is regular

on A, lim supx | Ux \ = ». (3) If A is fd, ifA°> X, if X(A) > p(A), or if for any
other reason [A, X] is not in tybc, and if { Ux} is regular on A, then lim sup || Ux\\

< » and L is continuous. (4) 7/P is continuous on A, {Ux} is regular on A if

and only if L=s*—\imx Ux. (5) If L is continuous and A>A'(yl) or if for any

other reason [A, X]Gtybc, there exists a {Ux} regular on A such that

lim supx || Uj\ = » (in the first case { Ux} exists such that Yimx \\ Ux\\ = »).

(1) is a minor adaptation of a standard theorem on convergence of linear

operators [3, p. 79, Theorem 3]. (2) is obvious since ||P|| ^lim supx || Ux\\. (3)

follows from various results of §3. (4) is a restatement of regularity on A.

(5) follows from the definition of 'ißtc and, for the last part, from Corollary 3.1

and Theorem 3.2.

In the special case in which A is a space V, as considered in §4, lim„/(y)

can exist for a simple function if and only if /is ultimately constant; in par-

ticular limv <pEb(y) exists if and only if either P or Y — E is not cofinal in F.

The properties of cofinality mentioned after the definition show that if To

is a field of subsets of F, and if T is the subclass of those sets E of To for

which either P or Y — E is not cofinal in F, then T is also a field. Use sub-

scripts to indicate the field involved.

Lemma 6.1. If f can be uniformly approximated by functions simple T0, and

if\imvf(y) exists, then f can be uniformly approximated by functions simple T.

If e>0 is given, there exists a function/, =Z¿S* <f>E,bi where the £,GT0

such that ||/<(y) — /(y)|| < e/3 for all y in F. Also there is a yt in F such that

||/(y)— ¿>o|| < e/3 if y>yt, where ¿>0 = lim,,/(y). Let P'=Z Ei where the sum is

taken over those P¿ which contain a successor of yt. Define/,' on F to B by

/,' (y) =öo if yGE', /«' (y) =/«(y) if yGP'- Then F-P' is not cofinal in F so

P'GT; no P, disjoint from P' can be cofinal in F so the other P are also in T.

Hence// is simple T, but ||/e' —/|| < e.

From this lemma-it follows that for this section it suffices to assume that T

is a field of this special sort; that is, T satisfies (C) : for each P in T either P

or its complement is not cofinal in F. In this case L is continuous on F, in fact

||p|| =1. It is clear from the criterion (2) of §4 that LGVlt. Since the simple

functions are dense in   F, the condition (a') of (1), Theorem 6.1, for this
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special space can be replaced by (a") limx Ux(<t>yb)=b for each b in B;

limx Ux(4>Eb) = d ior each b in 73 and each E in T such that E is not cofinal in F.

(2) of that theorem can not occur in this case; it is known that n(V) ^v(Vr).

The special case in which A is a space V of this type while each Ux is

in Ur presents a situation more general than one studied by Vulich [28]. He

considers convergent sequences {b„} of points of a Banach space and trans-

formations Um defined by means of a matrix of real numbers {amn} so that

Um({bn}) =¿Zn amnbn and this series converges absolutely for each {bn} so

that 23„ | am„ | < oo for each m. Vulich proves that limm Um( {bn} ) = lim„ bn for

every convergent sequence {o„} of points of 73, if and only if the matrix satis-

fies the Toeplitz conditions; that is, if and only if the matrix defines a trans-

formation regular on real sequences.

From Lemma 4.1 we have, letting T = t U, as in §4.

Lemma 6.2. If each Z7x£Ur, } Ux] is regular on V if and only if L = s*

— limx Ux; JTX} is regular on V", if and only if L=w* — limx Ux.

We use this to derive the following extension of Vulich's theorem.

Theorem 6.2. 7e¿ Y be a directed set, Y afield of subsets of Y satisfying (C),

and V the Banach space of functions totally measurable with respect to this field ;

Let X be a directed set, for each x in X let Ux be in Ur, awd let Tx = tUx. (1) If

{Ux} is regular on V, {Tx} is regular on Fr. (2) If {Tx} is regular on V,

and lim supx || Ux\\ =lim supx ||TX|| < oo, then { Ux} is regular on V. (3) If B is

fd and ¡Tx} is regular on Vr, then { Ux] is regular on V. (4) If Vr is fd, or if

A°>X, or if \(X)>p(Vr), or if for any other reason [V„ X](£'$bc, then

lim supx || Ux\\ < oo if {fx} is regular on Vr, so, by (2), { Ux} is regular on V.

(5) If neither VT nor B is fd awd if X > Av<-Vr), then Ux can be chosen from Ur so

that {Tx} is regular on F, while { Ux} is not regular on V.

(1) By (2) of §4, 7£Ur;if A=t7 and 7=5*-limx Ux=x*-\imz Ux, then

A=w* —limx Tx; clearly A(<¡>) =lim¡, <f>(y) for each <p in Vr.

(2) licpEVr and bEB, then 0ô£ Fand

\\Ux(<bb) -L(<bb)\\   =  sup   \ß(Ux(<t>b)) -ß(L(4>b))\
11/311 SI

=  sup   I Tx(/3(¿>)0) - A(ß(b)cb) I
m si

= I Tx(0) - A(4>) |   sup   I ßib) I = H¿|| I T,(*) - Ai» I.
11/311 ¡il

Hence || Uxi<pb) -L(cpb)||—>0 for every <p in Fr and b in 73 if ¡Tx} is regular

on Vr- But the set of all <pb is fundamental in V, so, by (1) of Theorem 6.1,

{ Z7X} is regular on F.

(3) is true by Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 4.1. (4) follows from Theorems 4.1,

3.4 (the known half) and 3.6.
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(5) If neither Vr nor P is fd, s* and w* topologies in Ur are different;

hence there is a neighborhood 5r of L which contains no w* neighborhood of L.

For each w* neighborhood W of L let Uw in Ur be in Wr — Sr; directing 2Br by

inclusion gives L=w* — \imw Uw while L can not be s*—limw Uw- Since the

weak* neighborhood system in V* is isomorphic to 9B, as a directed set,

A"'^)~9Br; in the usual manner if X>Av(-Vr\ { Ux] can be defined in terms

of the { Uw} to have the same properties.

As an example let us consider multiple sequences. Let F be the set of

»-tuples y=yi, • ■ ■ , y„ of positive integers, directed by y>y' if y^yl,

i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, « > 1. Let B be any Banach space and let bc( Y, B) be the set of

those bounded functions/on Y to B for which limv/(y) exists. Then bc(Y, B)

is a subclass of m( Y, B), which, since F is countable, is a space 93 of the sort

considered in §5. Let X be the set of w-tuples x=xi, • • • , x„ of positive'in-

tegers, directed as F is, and for each x in A let <E>x be a convergent, ca set-

function defined over all subsets of F. Then A°>A and each i>z defines a

linear operator Ux on bc(Y, B) to B by the relation Ux(f) =ffd$x using the

integral of §5.

Theorem 6.3. Under these conditions { Ux} is regular on bc(Y, B) if and

only if (1) 5*-limx **(F) =7, (2) || Ux(f<pE)\\^0 iffGbc(Y, B) and if E is,any
set not cofinal in Y, and (3) lim supx W$x( F) < ».

If B is fd, (2) can be replaced by (2') 5*-limx $x(P) = 0 (or limx || **(P)||

= 0) if P is not cofinal in F.

A smaller class of functions on this F is the class rc(Y, B); let F' be a

subset of F which is directed by the same order relation holding in F itself;

then fGrc( Y, B) if and only if \imy> f(y') exists for every such directed subset

F' of F. A simple investigation shows that any such F' has the following char-

acteristics :

(a) There exists a set of integers ix, • • • , ij, • • ■ , iv, O^p^n, ij = n for

all j= 1, ■ ■ • , p and a set of integers «i, • • • , np, such that yij = nj for every

j=l, ■ ■ ■ ,P-
(b) The set Y" of those y in F' such that yty = »¿ for j= 1, ■ ■ ■ , p is co-

final in F' while F'- F" is not.

Define a slice Y' of F to be any set of the form {y | y,^ = » y for j=l, ■ ■ ■, p}

for any choice of O^p^n, and ij = n:for example, if « = 3, the slices obtained

by fixing 3, 2, 1 and 0 elements of each y are, respectively, single elements,

columns, layers, and all of F. Then each slice is a directed subset of F (in

case « elements of y are fixed we have the trivial directed set with one ele-

ment) and the characteristips (a) and (b) show that Y' is a directed subset of

Y if and only if there is a slice F" such that the intersection Y" Y' is cofinal

in both F" and Y' while Y'-Y" is not cofinal in F'. Letting T be the small-

est field containing all the slices in F, it is easily seen that rc( Y, B) is the space

V associated with this T.
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Taking X as before to be the set of w-tuples xi, • • ■ , xm, let <J>X be any

limited additive set-function on T to 73:73 and define Uxif) =ffd$x for each /

in re(F, B), using the Gowurin integral.

Theorem 6.4. Under these last conditions { Ux] is regular on rciY, 73) if

and only if (1) s*— limx ^(F) =7, (2) s*— limx i>x(£) =0 for every slice E not

cofinal in Y, and (3) lim supx W&xi F) < oo.

The usual modification if $ is real-valued can be made.

These examples suffice to show something of the generality of the theo-

rems of this section; Theorem 6.1 contains as special cases a number of

theorems due to Toeplitz, Hamilton [14], Hill [16], the writer [8] and others.

Its use is restricted by the requirement that the class of functions under dis-

cussion is a Banach space under some norm adapted to the problem; this is

not the case, for example, of the class of all convergent double sequences(28).

Further information about the problem of boundedness would also improve

the results here.
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